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Composing with Big Data and Big Brother*: 

(Emerging) Rhetoric and Technology  

 

Course Description:  This class seeks to comprehend what it means to live, work, play, and love as we swim, 

sink, drown, flounder and peddle in oceanic volumes of data.  First, we assume that the Information Age is 

defined by ubiquitous surveillance.  The act of surveillance is simply part of the denizen’s typical language 

practices--from the NSA’s expansive PRISM program and the multi-trillion dollar spy center in Bluffdale, Utah to 

the everyday smartphone user capturing footage of police brutality or super cute cats.  Moreover, we acknowledge 

that this is the first time in human history we have been able to create this much information.  However, we have 

yet to know how much information, and even begin to evaluate the causal implications of communicating via 

distributed, autonomous networked systems and their effects on other environments.  For instance, Researchers 

differ in their attempt to document and visualize the scope of human’s post-millennium data creation.  However, 

some metaphors include imagining 9.57 zettabytes as 5.6 million-mile-high stack of books from Earth to Neptune 

and back to Earth (repeated about 20 times a year), or roughly 2 zettabytes equates to every single person in the 

United States tweeting 3 tweets a minute for almost 30,000 years.  The first image refers only to business 

communication in 2008!  Imagine how much more! 

 

Methods:  Our course utilizes a ‘research-based’ approach that experiments with various navigational strategies 

for effectively accessing, producing, and distributing information in both electronic and offline domains.  The 

class is framed by the following question, “How does the scaling of data and surveillance, and its subsequent 

industries, enable us to further contribute to classical rhetorical disputes over wisdom, excellence, and eloquence, 

as well as contemporary issues of access, globalization, and environmental degradation?”  Throughout our inquiry 

we will move beyond disputes over whether or not a boundary between the ‘public’ and ‘private’ can be 

controlled or even exists.  We will experiment with boundaries, our increasingly intersecting identities and roles 

as citizens, gamers, students, instructors, activists, artists, producers, and consumers through play and problem-

solving. This course is especially interested in how we talk about scope, scale, cause, and effect, as we seek a 

better understanding of what moves us within this context of ‘big brother’ and ‘big data.’   

 

Required Materials 

  

The Public and its Problems, John Dewey 

Democracy and Social Ethics, Jane Addams 

Politics:  Who Gets What, When, Harold Lasswell 

Jung on Synchronicity and the Paranormal, C.G. Jung  

New Media Monopoly, Ben Bagdikian 

The Globalization of Surveillance, Armand Mattelart 

Free Culture, Lawrence Lessig 

WikiWorld, Juha Suoranta and Tere Vaden 

 

Recommended Texts 

 

Aristotle's Rhetoric and Nichomachean Ethics [both texts are available for free on Google Books]  

Wiki Writing, R. Cummings and M. Barton [This text is open-source and available free online] 

 

http://books.google.com/books?id=s2YMAAAAIAAJ&dq=on%20rhetoric&pg=PP2#v=onepage&q=on%20rhetoric&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=Mb7WAAAAMAAJ&dq=nicomachean%20ethics&pg=PP9#v=onepage&q=nicomachean%20ethics&f=false
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?cc=dcbooks;c=dcbooks;idno=5871848.0001.001;rgn=full%20text;view=toc;xc=1;g=dculture
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Recommended Websites 

http://www.owl.english.purdue.edu (A Wonderful Online Writing Lab) 

http://www.easybib.com (A Fantastic Way to Compile, Document, and Annotate Research) 

http://www.zotero.com (Another Amazing Way to Compile, Document, and Annotate Research) 

http://docs.google.com (A Great Way to Collaborate!) 

http://draftin.com (A Fabulous Way to Flow—p.s. try going into Hemmingway Mode!) 

 

Course Management 

 

We have a private wiki work space that functions as our course management system because they are flexible and 

have a user-friendly graphic user interface (GUI).  The course wiki will be used for the purposes of syllabus and 

assignment modification, as well as journaling and gaining access to certain materials.  Your in-class assignments, 

homework, and peer reviews will be uploaded to your Wiki Page.  Each person in the course will have a folder 

that functions as their portfolio in-progress.  You will have the power to edit documents in this space for the 

benefit of the classroom community. [link TBA] 

 

Grading Policy 

Assignments 

Weekly Reflections:  40%  

Rhetorical Analysis:  10% 

Film Podcast:  10% 

Networking Essay:  10% 

Crowdsource Research Project:  40% 

Grading scale 

A:  90-100 

B:  80-89 

C:  70-79 

D:  60-69 

F:   59 and below 

 

Weekly Reflections:  Each week you will complete a pre-write and a reflection.  You will compose these on 

your class wiki/blog.  These need not be ‘perfect,’ but should exemplify the quality of your thought evolution. 

 

Rhetorical Analysis:  Each week, you are introduced to different databases that facilitate the research 

process.  Some will obviously relate to academic research (e.g. JSTOR, ProQuest, and WorldCat), others may 

serve other purposes (e.g. Kayak, eHow, Amazon, and Wikipedia).  These applications are intended to expand 

your research ability and meta-awareness of software architecture and web design.  This activity requires you 

to analyze the features of two different databases.  In particular, you will observe and identify some of the 

similarities and differences between these databases, and consider their utility.  This analysis should support 

an argument about the site’s values, beliefs, and practices that addresses the specific ways in which the 

database convinces you that it is worth using.  Sample essays that apply textual criticism to software will be 

provided as models (e.g. some of the essays in the text WikiWriting.  Your rhetorical analysis may serve as a 

building block for a journal article, blog entry, or conference paper.  The point of this assignment is to get you 

to start considering how you uniquely approach analysis and reflect on your assumptions about language and 

technology. 

 

Your essay should be no less than seven pages and no more than ten pages.  It should be written in the form 

of an academic essay.  MLA formatting is preferred, and embedded links are ok.  Easybib and Zotero are two 

software applications that will make citation easier for you.   

 

Film Podcast:  Many films directly or implicitly depict the problems of ‘big data’ and/or ‘big brother.’    

Each week suggests a film that you may choose to engage for this assignment.  You will choose a partner and 

compose an encomium for the movie.  Each person will be responsible for taking a position that either praises 

http://www.owl.english.purdue.edu/
http://www.easybib.com/
http://www.zotero.com/
http://docs.google.com/
http://draftin.com/
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or blames the film for its impact on the way we think and talk about surveillance and data.  Each of you will 

record your position, which will result in a total of two seven to ten minute speeches.  In addition to recording 

your individual speeches, you will also document a Socratic dialogue between you and your partner that 

requires you to respond to one another’s positions, and come to some agreement about the ‘truth’ about these 

phenomena.  This dialogue should not exceed 30 minutes, and the entire recording should be no less than 40 

minutes and no more than one hour.  We will be visiting the media lab to practice using recording software. 

 

Networking Essay:  This activity gives you the opportunity to utilize our classroom community to expand 

your social network.  You will make contact with one person in our class whom you perceive to be 

‘different’ from yourself.  You can ask them to lunch, to play racquetball, visit a museum, attend a show, go 

to a campus event, or a lecture.  Regardless of the activity you choose, you must eat with them and talk with 

them to learn more about your interests and connection to one another.  You will write an essay that 

comments on your initial assumptions about this person, and reflects on your views about trust and friendship.   

 

Crowdsourced Research Project:  Use your new networking skills to work with others on resolving a 

problem related to the course.  Each week we’ve looked at interesting topics about our contemporary 

communication context, and you should consider some way that you and no more than two peers might utilize 

the method of crowdsourcing to advance our ability to resolve this problem.  These crowdsourcing practices 

will include annotation, revision, design, and editing.  Each group will turn in one portfolio that consists of:  a 

statement of purpose, annotated bibliography of 20-30 sources, plan of action to take place on-campus or in 

the local community, and a final paper (or other multimedia format) that narrates and analyzes the process 

you utilized to execute your plan of action.   This assignment challenges you to actually demonstrate that you 

have the ability to lead, manage, and execute a project because you will not simply propose a plan, you will 

actually make attempts to implement your solution.  You may or may not make your plan happen exactly as 

you plan it, but that’s totally fine!  Your final paper should convince us that you researched the problem and 

the feasibility of your plan before pursuing action.  This paper is your opportunity to revise your plan of 

action, defend your group’s actions, and make strong appeals to credibility through your acknowledgement of 

limitations and possibilities.  Indeed, your paper should leave us inspired and excited to support you 

throughout any final stages of your course of action, through volunteering and/or funding.  The statement of 

purpose and bibliography have no page requirement.  This assignment may seem a bit unconventional, but 

don’t worry, we will spend a quarter of the semester working through the particulars of your project and each 

group will receive one-on-one conferencing and plenty of peer review.   

 

Note:  If you would like to do a film, speech, or website, please let me know and I will accommodate your 

decision.  However, if you choose to turn in a traditional academic paper, it should have a readable font, 1” 

margins on all sides, and consist of no less than 20 pages and no more than 30 pages.  MLA formatting is 

preferred, and embedded links are ok.  Easybib and Zotero are two software applications that will make 

citation easier for you.   

 

Submitting Assignments 
 

Expect to turn in final drafts to:  AlexandriaLockett@gmail.com.  I will make sure that you receive a reply 

upon receipt that says, "I have successfully received your draft." 

 

Gmail makes it super easy for me to open files into a google doc, leave commentary, share it with you, and 

have an online chat about it, if necessary. 
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Late Policy 
 

Please turn in all papers by the deadline.  Late papers are subject to a letter grade deduction per week.  Note:  

The Final Portfolio’s due date is not negotiable.  The department must turn in grades on time. If you have an 

extenuating circumstance, please visit office hours or email me to discuss.  However, refrain from using 

“technical difficulties” as an excuse for me not receiving your work.  If you have computer problems or for 

ANY REASON (e.g. lack of access at home) cannot submit your paper successfully via email, it is your 

responsibility to find a working machine or bring me a hard copy the date the assignment is due at the 

beginning of class.  

 

Conferences 
  

Plan to have at least two conferences with me this term to discuss your work (at any stage of the process) and 

your progress in the course. Try to have the first conference early in the course; don’t delay.  

 

Distance Peer Review or Consultation 
  

If you have extenuating circumstances, I will accommodate your need for accommodations.  When this 

occurs, you may do peer reviews or consult with me one-on-one via teleconferencing on Skype (add 

JaneNova@hotmail.com) or Google Hangout.   

 

Peer Tutoring 
 

I highly recommend taking your work to the Writing Center and/or Digital Labs for additional support.   

Trained consultants assist writers about composition processes, from brainstorming to final draft.  Do not 

expect for the tutor to “fix” your work!  Instead, you should actively participate in your sessions to develop 

organizational strategies that will enable you to become an even stronger writer. 

 

Activity Schedule 

 

Week 1:  How Much Security? 

Recommended film:  Minority Report 

 

Topics:  The History of ‘Security’ Discourses:  Atomic Scientists, the creation of DOD, Cern, and Arpanet 

Prewrite Question:  What is your personal relationship to privacy and surveillance? 

Read:  Vannaver Bush, As We May Think 

 

Week 2:  How much Data? 

Recommended film:  Big Data in the Age of Rapid Change 

 

Topics:  History of statistics and demographics, political science and propagandists  

Pre-Write Question: Catalogue all of your requests for information and responses to requests for information 

for two days.  What surprises you the most? 

Read:  Harold Lasswell, Politics 

 

 

 

http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1945/07/as-we-may-think/303881/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBJLJQqbWsQ
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Week 3:  The Media 

[Rhetorical Analysis is DUE!] 

 

Topics:  Telecommunications and Media Consolidation, Reputation, Sensationalism, and Fox 

Pre-Write:  Do you watch the news?  Why or why not?  If so, for what purposes.  If not, where do you learn 

about what’s happening outside of your physical environment? 

Read:  New Media Monopoly, Ben Bagdikian 

 

Week 4:  The Public 

Recommended Film:  TBA 

 

Topics:  Definitions of Public, Theories of Experience 

Pre-Write:  Respond to the title of Dewey’s book.  What is the public and its problems today? 

Read:  John Dewey, The Public and its Problems 

 

Week 5:  The Crowd 

Recommended Film:  TBA 

 

Topics:  Industrialism and Immigration, Cultural Contact, and Human Goals 

Pre-Write:  How should humans act upon one another in our networked context? 

Read:  Jane Addams, Democracy and Social Ethics 

 

Week 6:  Surveillance 

Recommended Film:   Gattaca 

 

Topics:  Identity categorization structures, criminality, terrorism, biometrics 

Pre-Write:  Reflect on an experience being inaccurately categorized. 

Read:  The Globalization of Surveillance, Armand Mattelart 

 

Week 7:  Creativity 

Recommended Film:  Yoga, Inc. 

 

Topics:  Novelty, Ownership, Copyright, Plagiarism, Authorship, Hacktivists 

Pre-Write:  What are your views on copyright and piracy?   

Read:  Free Culture, Lawrence Lessig 

Week 8:  Connection 

Recommended Film:  Six Degrees of Separation 

 

Topics:  Serendipity, Synchronicity, Loneliness, Intimacy, Mystery, Awe 

Pre-Write:  Discuss the last time you were surprised or inspired.  What caused it? 

Read:  Synchronicity and the Paranormal 

Week 9:  Networks 

[Film Dialogue is DUE!] 

 

http://vimeo.com/14196818
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Topics:  Writing Big Data, Archives, Collaborative Composition 

Pre-Write:  What are your views on collaborative writing?  What interests and/or concerns you? 

Read:  WikiWorld, Juha Suoranta and Tere Vaden 

 

Week 10:  Final Project Planning and Annotating (In-Class Practice) 

Brainstorming and Navigating Research Applications for the Crowdsourced Research Project 

 

Week 11:  Professional Communication (In-Class Practice) 

[Networking Essay is DUE!] 

Networking Etiquette and Peer Review 

 

Week 12:  Designing and Revising (In-Class Workshopping) 

Principles of Design and Collaborative Composition 

 

Week 13:  Discussion and Feedback  

Project Sharing and Recommendations 

 

Week 14:  Discussion and Feedback 

Project Sharing and Recommendations 

 

Week 15:  Final Portfolio DUE! 

 

Portfolios should include: 
 

 A Statement of Purpose 

 Annotated Bibliography 

 Plan of Action 

 Progress Narrative 

 Revision of Rhetorical Analysis of Databases 

 

Note:  Creating a portfolio offers you an opportunity to revise and edit your written assignment!   

 
*In practice, this syllabus would also include information about course meeting dates/location, office hours/location, specific 

information about campus resources such as writing centers and digital labs, accommodations and non-discrimination statements, 

plagiarism policy, attendance policy, and important dates (e.g. holidays and withdrawal deadlines). 


